In 1830, Elizabeth Parker, daughter of a day laborer and of a teacher in Ashburnham, East Sussex, England, cross-stitched in red silk thread an extraordinarily complex text that participates in several genres, including a memoir of her then brief life of some seventeen years, a confession, a suicide note, and a prayer. These various genres cohere around one momentous event in Parker's young life: the sexual violation and physical abuse at the hands of her employer, Lt. G. After suturing 46 lines, 1,722 words, and 6,699 characters, she stops mid-line and mid-way down her cloth with the powerful plea, "What will become of my soul[?]" This paper argues that Parker's sampler was a robust site in which Parker was able to grapple with her wounded body and mind. To justify the claim that a woman's stitching can be interpreted as an epistemic activity, the proposed paper turns to two key concepts "situated knowledges" and "embodied knowledge"-both of which have been posited by feminists as a way to destabilize the dominant validation of disembodied, abstract thinking where the eye serves as the mind's tool of investigation. (Haraway; Knappett; Frank; Driver) 1 I want to acknowledge the generous assistance of the following textiles historians and keepers who kindly answered numerous questions, shared materials with me, and gave me access to rare samplers: Clare Browne 
Eliza Calvert Hall's Aunt Jane of Kentucky claimed quilting as a rhetorical space where she could leave her mark. Given the ephemeral nature of so much of "women's work" and the limited access nineteenth-century women had to rhetorical spaces, Aunt Jane's claim to material strategies for making her mark calls attention to the importance of examining material objects as epistemic spaces. As Carol Mattingly observes of nineteenth-century women rhetors, "since many of the traditional tools of rhetoric were denied them, women found it necessary to consider techniques beyond masculine speakers' attention to argument and delivery." (Appropriate[ing] Dress 4) 1 Needlework offered women, like Aunt Jane, one such rhetorical technique 2 .
Focusing scholarly attention on material culture as a site for alternative rhetorical techniques calls attention to at least three questions: How do those who are denied access, typically by virtue of their gender, race, ethnicity, class and sexual orientation, to dominant, ma(i)n/stream discursive spaces construct and engage in rhetoric? How do we as scholars devise methods for theorizing and historicizing rhetorical practices that take place in the shadows or on the margins of these spaces? To what degree can material practices and artifacts be understood as rhetorical?
Over the last ten years, feminist historians of rhetoric and material culture have begun to tackle complex questions along these lines as they have tilled important new scholarly ground in their efforts to recoup neglected women rhetors and previously overlooked feminist traditions. 1 In terms of rhetoric scholarship, as Patricia Bizzell points out, over the last decade "few, if any, other areas of research in the history of rhetoric have produced such rich results of this kind as feminist research." (Bizzell 7) The feminist turn in rhetoric has made a significant contribution by drawing attention to the need for studying a broader range of rhetorical spaces, practices and artifacts than previously treated. Richard Leo Enos for example, argues:
If we are to provide a sensitive accounting of women in the rhetorical tradition, current methods of, and perspectives on, historical research need to be reconsidered and adjusted in three respects. First, our mentality toward rhetoric must expand beyond civic, agonistic discourse to include alternative modes of expression used by women. Second, our efforts to discover primary evidence must intensify so that a more representative body of sources becomes available. This expanded body of evidence must include non-traditional sources that provide insight into the oral and literate practices of women. Third, historians of rhetoric must create methods of research and analysis that will provide a more sensitive accounting of primary material than current historical methods were designed to yield. (65) In a similar vein, Carol Mattingly in her essay "Telling Evidence: Rethinking What Counts in Rhetoric" challenges rhetoric historians to rethink what counts as rhetorical evidence (2002). Elsewhere she notes, "one component that contributes to our understanding and appreciation of women in the history of rhetoric is evidence crucial to the effectiveness but heretofore ignored because of its insignificance for men." (Appropriate[ing] Dress 4) Christine Mason Sutherland calls for more scholarship on rhetorical fora and practices other than civic and agonistic-that is, more work on sermo (the rhetoric of private and semi-public spaces) as a counterbalance to all that has been done on contentio (the rhetoric of the agora). (120) The feminist turn in material culture studies also offers a space for exploring meaning-making activities that extend our gaze beyond text-centric objects. In turning attention to the various kinds of artifacts women have made, used, and collected as well as the tools they have used to create objects, scholars in material culture have carved a space for rethinking what counts as epistemic evidence and who counts in our investigations.
1
This essay may be understood as contributing to the feminist turn in the history of rhetoric and material culture. Here, I show how discoursing in "pen of steele and silken inke" both participates in, and offers an alternative to, a complex web of rhetorical spaces, practices, and artifacts. More specifically, I focus on one needlework sampler stitched in circa 1830 by Elizabeth Parker, a young lower-class English woman from Ashburnham, East Sussex, England, to demonstrate the ways in which stitching may be understood as powerful epistemic practice, and in Parker's case, served to stitch her life. After establishing that she was born in Ashburnham (East Sussex, England) in 1813, that her father was a laborer and her mother was a schoolteacher, she names her ten siblings. Parker then tells us that in 1826, at the age of thirteen under her parents' direction, she took a live-in position as a nursemaid to the children of the worthy Mr. and Mrs. P. Just fourteen months later in 1828, Parker decided to leave that post. She found her own position as a housemaid to "Lieu. G" in Fairlight, a small village just nine miles southeast of Ashburnham. However, she did not last long in this situation. There she was treated "with cruelty to [o] 1 of sexual violation and physical abuse at the hands of a supposed protector-her employer Lt. G. These horrific experiences leave unnamed physical, psychological, emotional, and spiritual scars that paralyze her. Her paralysis is compounded by persistent dark thoughts of suicide, thoughts weighed down by very real and potentially severe legal and religious consequences. 2 The remaining 26 lines inscribe her struggle against, in her words, the "great sin of self destruction" (Line 15) that becomes for her a "dreadful powerful force of temptation" (Line 23) against which she fights almost daily. She prays for God's guidance and mercy but is not convinced that she is worthy of either. After suturing 46 lines, 1,722 words, 6,699 characters (averaging 146 characters per line), she stops abruptly mid-way down the cloth, in mid-line with a powerful plea: "What will become of my soul [?] ." (Line 46) Her question is left hanging.
Saturated with her physical, psychological, and spiritual struggles, Parker's piece is a vivid demonstration of an embodied epistemic practice. To justify the claim that a woman's stitching can be interpreted as an epistemic activity, I turn to two key concepts-"situated knowledge" and "embodied knowledge"-both of which have been posited as a way to destabilize the dominant validation of disembodied abstract thinking where the eye serves as the mind's tool of investigation (I see used to mean I understand).
3 Although eyes are just as embodied as hands, philosophy has managed to elevate the status of eyes making them central to the way in which we conceive of knowing. Patricia Spyer has aptly called this privileged focus on the eye as "ocularcentrism." (125-9) Here I want to argue for hand work as a way of knowing, what Pamela Smith terms a "material literacy." That is to say that material practices such as needlework are best understood as a form of embodied and hand(y) knowledge making.
This piece of needlework is a powerful rhetorical text. As an artifact, this most extraordinary of ordinary textiles both fits and resists the parameters of canonical genres, namely commonplace notebooks, 1 autobiographies, 2 suicide notes, 3 religious and legal confessions, 4 and narrative arguments. 5 The grapholectic marks render it a familiar text/ile. Parker's stitching transformed a material surface into multiple levels of meaning, engaged conflicting purposes and audiences, and wove multiple discourses of a particular historical moment and place. In her struggle and prayer, we witness Parker negotiating in an argument against the nineteenth-century commonplaces of proper behavior circulated by the good Dr. W, by Mrs. Welham with whom she goes to live, and by church and state. She finds herself in a seesaw push/pull of resistance and compliance. She argues with herself as much as with the forces that send her teetering. In a heightened sense, she performs the more inclusive feminist definition of argumentation as "engagement in an issue rather than [only] persuasion to a belief [or social action]." Yet, Parker herself begins her text in silken ink with the words "As I cannot write." This enigmatic phrase offers an important starting point for exploring the complex questions: What counts as rhetoric? And who counts in the creation/transformation and circulation/performance of meaning? "As I Cannot Write": Elizabeth Parker's ca 1830 Sampler
Although it might be read in a number of ways, the phrase "As I cannot write" may be best understood to signal a self-imposed silence-a metaphorical cutting off of her tongue. It calls to mind the mythical story of Philomela. The most well known version of this myth comes from Book 6 of Ovid's Metamorphosis. In that telling, after Philomela's brother-in-law Tereus the Thracian king rapes her, Philomela vows to tell anyone who will listen to her what Tereus had done: "What punishment you will pay me, late or soon!/Now that I have no shame, I will proclaim it./Given the chance, I will go where people are,/Tell everybody." (146) Locating the power to speak solely in the tongue, Tereus cuts it out, believing he has cut off her power at its source. Yet, as Aristotle in his discussion of various kinds of proofs in the Poetics points out, demonstration and proof can be manifested in many other ways than just by speech. Wounds, for example, themselves are a proof. (3-118. XVI.4.) Aristotle points to Sophicles's use of the myth of Philomela in a now lost play Tereus in which Sophicles calls Philomela's embroidered story "the voice of the shuttle." (XVI.4) Philomela used the voice in her needle as an alternative way to secure discursive power by stitching her account of the violent assault on a robe so her sister Procne and others could learn of it. Procne was thus able to bear witness to the story because of the rhetorical power of Philomela's threadwork.
Similarly, in Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus, Marcus Andronicus alludes to this myth when he first sees his niece Lavinia who has herself been sexually defiled, her tongue cut out, and her hands cut off:
But sure some Tereus hath deflowered thee, And lest though shouldst detect him, cut thy tongue... Fair Philomela, she but lost her tongue, And in a tedious sampler sew'd her mind: But, lovely niece, that means is cut from thee; A craftier Tereus, cousin, hast though met, And he hath cut those pretty fingers off That could have better sew'd than Philomel [a] . 930) Sampler making was not an option for Lavinia since her hands were also cut off; instead, she snatches a copy of Ovid's Metamorphosis from her nephew, young Lucius, and turns to the "tragic tale of Philomela." (IV.i, 935.) At her uncle Marcus's urging to reveal the names of the vile creatures who so brutally attacked her, Lavinia places a stick in mouth, and guides it with her stumps to scratch out in the dirt beneath her feet the names of those responsible for the horrors done to her. (IV.i, By analogy, Elizabeth Parker, who will not "speak" and claims she cannot "write," can be understood as metaphorically denied both "tongue" and "hand" but nevertheless succeeds in stitching her mind into a "tedious sampler." Where she departs from both Philomela and Lavinia is in the nature of her argument. Both Philomela and Lavinia seek action; thus, they engage in a more traditional mode of argumentation-persuasion directed at a public audience toward a specific end. By contrast, Parker turns inward. She engages not in contentio but in sermo-a private effort to puzzle through her own personal struggles. For reasons especially particular to her social positioning as a nineteenth century lower-class English women, she does not seek to bring to light or justice the monster who is the source of her pain. Parker's decision to opt for silence -she refuses to tell friends, family, employers or her doctor what had happened to her -suggests that she was trying to abide by one of the long-standing injunctions to women to be chaste, silent, and obedient. This triadic mandate was meant to close off and thus control all female orifices: chastity kept closed the vagina; silence the mouth; and obedience the eyes downcast. For Parker, the first and last gendered moral laws were, to her mind, already broken. First, having been brutally attacked and sexually assaulted by the vile Lt. G, her chastity had been taken, so she can no longer abide by the first moral mandate. Of the three, this one carried the most severe consequences for women of her day. As Mattingly points out, "because of strict nineteenth-century conventions regarding women's purity, no charges more readily threatened nineteenth-century women than those of immorality and immodesty." (2002a, 68) Second, she blames herself repeatedly for disobeying her parents by leaving the situation they had approved, and by taking a position she herself found. In her words, "above all I have felt the stings of a guilty Conscience for the great Disobedience to my parents in not taking their advice." (Line 20) Downcast eyes were a signifier of obedience, sustaining the hegemonic power structure "that helped keep gendered and class hierarchies in place." (Mattingly , Appropriate[ing] Dress 137) It is perhaps an effort to try to redeem herself in the area of obedience that Parker engages in an arduous task of cross stitching during which her eyes must be kept downcast to focus attention on the work at hand. As Laurie Lieb points out, one "function of needlework, in which the product is less important than the activity itself, is as a means of discipline." (36) Silence, then, is the only one of the three moral mandates fully available to her. As with the other two commandments, she would have been discursively surrounded by and immersed in this one. Indeed, a common aphorism on samplers of her day was: "Cato doth say to Old and to Young the First step to Virtue is Bridle the tongue." (Ring 71, 250 ) Yet, Parker abides by a silence of a certain kind; that is, she does not "speak" and she does not "write" in the conventional sense of those terms. But given the devastation she suffered on physical, psychological, emotional and spiritual levels, she cannot remain completely silent.
Yet another way to understand Parker's sampler is to see it as participating in what historian Dominick LaCapra terms "writing trauma." "Writing Trauma," as LaCapra explains, consists of a working through, and acting out, by those who experienced the traumatic event first-hand. Most common among the genres of writing trauma is testimony. Dori Laub explains the function of testimony is integral to the process of working out and through trauma: "What ultimately matters in all processes of witnessing, spasmodic and continuous, conscious and unconscious, is not simply the information, the establishment of facts, but the experience itself of living through testimony, of giving testimony. (85) The power of testimony cannot be overstated. Laub found in his clinical work with survivors of the Holocaust that they "not only need[ed] to survive so that they could tell their story; they also needed to tell their story in order to survive." (78) In these silken lines, we see Parker quite literally stitching for her life, testifying in red silk in order to survive.
However it is read, Parker's sampler serves as a discursive space in which to cope with debilitating struggles-a space in which to speak what she cannot "speak" and write what she cannot "write" elsewhere. It is a space to grapple with a wounded mind and a wounded body. Understanding this material space as a powerful rhetorical space helps us to rethink what counts as rhetorical praxis and artifact, and who counts in its production, performance and circulation.
Rethinking What Counts as and Who Counts in Rhetorical Praxis and Text
Of course, turning to a material practice such as needlework requires a defamiliarization of the familiar-a challenge to and deconstruction of the gendered notion that this is "woman's work." And herein lies a paradox. There is, of course, nothing inherent in the practice that makes this work more suitable to women than to men-though some have argued that very point by suggesting women have more delicate fingers and thus can stitch more finely. Prior to the seventeenth century, needlework was not associated with one sex, being equally practiced by men and women. Beginning in the seventeenth century, however, it was constructed as "women's work"-a gendered construct that became galvanized by the nineteenth century.
1 Over this time, the sayings of the father, especially biblical references, became retrospective warrants for constructing sewing as the proper concern of the female and as the appropriate practice of the domestic sphere despite a long, continuous history of men up to this very day engaging in all kinds of needle arts. "Women's work" as an ideological construct became, as historian Merry Wiesner reminds us, "an epithet for the boring, mundane, domestic tasks beneath the dignity of a man." (205) This is especially true of needlework. Yet the sexual politics of stitchery are more complex. As Peter Stallybrass observes: "The gendering of cloth, and of attitudes toward it, has itself been materially inscribed by the social relations through which, outside the capitalist marketplace where the male weaver and male tailor became increasingly the norm, women have been both materially and ideologically associated with the making, repairing, and cleaning of clothes." (35) In other words, within the world of the needle as elsewhere -men were understood to create, women to mend and tidy up. This sexualized perspective -which in real practice was actually much more complicated-was buttressed by "a new rhetoric of exclusion that developed in the eighteenth century and which gradually grew louder as the nineteenth century progressed. The rhetoric praised feminine qualities in male creators ... but claimed females could not -should not-create." (Battersby 3) The paradox of the gendering of material practices and spaces is that in closing off certain available means and spaces for discourse others are opened. As Glen McClish and Jacqueline Bacon observe, "the connection of language to power means that the mediating role of language is always a defining factor in shaping the discourse of the oppressed. The control that the privileged exert over language means that the marginalized rhetors may have a paradoxical relationship with discourse, but they can negotiate this tension and craft powerful arguments." (32) In other words, "forces that may seem to be in opposition become defining tensions that shape innovative discourse." (33) In Parker's sampler, we witness her crafting innovative (in the sense of transforming) discourses as she engages in the painful interdynamic negotiations between her experience and the social expectations that define her role in society. Her praxis and her piece ought to encourage material culture scholars and rhetoric historians to turn their scholarly gaze toward all sorts of material practices that have taken place in the shadows-hidden, that is, in plain view.
Conclusion: "When This You See, Remember Me"
As the epigraph that opens this essay suggests, historically, many women (and men, though their work is far less known) have claimed needlework as a powerful rhetorical space. And they continue to do so. Some are like feminist artist Elaine Reichek who creates contemporary needlework samplers both to pay homage to those of previous eras and at the same time to deconstruct the ideology under which these early pieces were stitched. (Cotter 646) Others are like Aunt Jane of Kentucky who take up the needle because as Jane notes, "I reckon everybody wants to leave something behind that'll last after they're dead and gone. It don't look like it's worth while to live unless you can do that." (Hall 78 ) Nearly a century after Aunt Jane and nearly two centuries after Elizabeth Parker, Molly Finnegan in a 1999 educational broadcast titled "The Fabric of Our Lives: Quilt Making," explained: "I quilt because I don't want my history, my story to die. Quilting gives me a voice when I can't write or speak." (Rief) Pens of steel and silken ink have served needlework-rhetors for untold ages, and as Finnegan's explanation demonstrates, they continue to function as significant semiotic tools. For historians of rhetoric and scholars of material culture, these semiotic fabrics are important for recouping neglected rhetorical practices, artifacts, and traditions in order to weave fuller accounts of the multiple ways meaning is constructed, performed and circulated. Many sampler makers seemed keenly aware of the value of needlework for leaving a discursive legacy. Indeed, among the most common phrases that appear on many eighteenth-and nineteenth-century samplers is "When this you see, Remember me." In Parker's sampler, she expresses far less optimism. She fingerwrites: "But ah the dead forgotten lie. Their memory and their name is gone. They are alike unknowing and unknown." (Lines 37-38) Too bad she had so little faith in her own discursive work. For in having stitched her story in silken ink, she reminds us of Sappho who in one of her fragments exclaimed: "Someone, I tell you will remember us." (1984) As Cheryl Glenn points out of Sappho's work: "A surviving scrap of Sappho's verse assures us that she knew she would not 'be forgotten'-despite the passage of time and the willful attempts to silence the voices of all women." Similarly, Elizabeth Parker's surviving scrap assures us (though it didn't assure her) that she too will not be forgotten-but only if we look for such material traces and agree that this is a rhetoric and a person whose story is worth telling. [1] As I cannot write I put this down simply and freely as I might speak to a person to whose intimacy and tenderness I can full intrust myself and who I know will bear with all my weaknesses [2] I was born at Ashburnham in the county of Sussex in the year 1813 of poor but pious parents my fathers occupation was a labourer for the Rt Hon the Earl of A my Mother kept the Rt Hon [3] the Countess of A Charity School and by their ample conduct and great industry were enabled to render a comfortable living for their family which were eleven in number William Samuel Mary [4] Edmond Jesse Elizabeth Hannah Jane George Louisa Lois endeavouring to bring us up in the fear and admonition of the Lord as far as lay in their power always giving us good advice and wishing us [5] to do unto others as we would they should do unto us thus our parents pointed out the way in which we were to incounter with this world wishing us at all times to put our trust in god to [6] walk in the paths of virtue to bear up under all the trials of this life even till time with us should end But at the early age of thirteen I left my parents to go and live with Mr and Mrs P to [7] nurse the children which had I taken my Fathers and Mothers advice I might have remained in peace until this day but like many others not knowing when I was well of in fourteen months I left [8] most all defeated But Oh the dreadful powerful force of temptation for being much better I went to stay with Mrs Welham she being gone out one day and left me alone soon after [23] she was gone I thought within myself surely I am one of the most miserable objects that ever the Lord let live surely never no one had such thoughts as me against the Lord and I arose [24] from my seat to go into the bedroom and as I was going I thought within myself ah me I will retire into the remotest part of the wood and there execute my design and that [25] design was that wilful design of self destruction But the Lord was pleased to stop me in this mad career for seeing the Bible lay upon the shelf I took it down and opened it and the first [26] place that I found was the fourth Chapter of St Luke were it tells us how our blessed Lord was tempted of satan I read it and it seemed to give me some relief For now and not till [27] 
